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Scientific conference for Students, PHD Students and Youth Scientist 2019
UNIVERSITY OF RUSE “Angel Kanchev”
Student Scientific Session is organized by Academic leadership and the Student Council of the University of Ruse. The general objective is to provide an opportunity for students, PhD students and young scientists to promote the main results of its training research work and exchange experiences.

ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
1. Co-Presidents
   - Prof. Hristo Beloev, DTSc. DHC mult – Rector of the University of Ruse;
   - Mr Stanimir Boyadzhiev – Chairman of the Student Council of the University of Ruse, sboyadzhiev@uni-ruse.bg;

2. Scientific Secretary
   - Prof. Diana Antonova, PhD – Vice Rector for Research, dantonova@uni-ruse.bg;
   - Assoc. Prof. Galina Ivanova, PhD – Coordinator PhD Students, giivanova@uni-ruse.bg

3. Members

   Agrarian & Industrial Faculty
   Assoc. Prof. Eng. Kaloyan Stoyanov, PhD - kes@uni-ruse.bg, +359 82 888 542

   Faculty of Mechanical & Manufacturing Engineering
   Assoc. Prof. Venelina Bozduganova, PhD - velina@uni-ruse.bg, +359 82 888 572;

   Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Electronics & Automation
   Assoc. Prof. Milko Marinov, PhD - mmarinov@ecs.uni-ruse.bg, +359 82 888 356;

   Faculty of Transport
   Assoc. Prof. Simeon Iliev, PhD - spi@uni-ruse.bg, +359 82 888 331;

   Faculty of Business and Management
   Assoc. Prof. Pavel Vitliemov, PhD - pvitliemov@uni-ruse.bg; +359 82 888 495

   Faculty of Law
   Assoc. Prof Elitsa Kumanova, PhD - ekumanova@uni-ruse.bg, +359 82 888 434

   Faculty of Natural Sciences and Education
   Assoc. Prof. Yuri Kandilarov, PhD - ukandilarov@uni-ruse.bg, +358 889 518 824

   Faculty of Public Health and Health Care
   Section Health Care
   Assoc. Prof. Kristina Zaharieva, PhD- kzaharieva@uni-ruse.bg, +359885193003;
   Section Public Health and Social Activities
   Assoc. Prof. Irina Karaganova, PhD - ikaraganova@uni-ruse.bg, +359884203004

   Razgrad Branch
   Assoc. Prof. Tsvetan Dimitrov, PhD - tz_dimitrow@abv.bg, 0887 631 645

   Silistra Branch
   Assoc. Prof. Galina Lecheva, PhD - glecheva@uni-ruse.bg; 086 821 521
REGULATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS FOR PARTICIPATION IN THE SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE FOR STUDENTS, PHD STUDENTS AND YOUTH SCIENTISTS 2019

THEMATIC SECTIONS:
1. Agricultural Engineering and Technologies
2. Agricultural Science and Veterinary Medicine
3. Repair and Reliability
4. Heat Engineering Hydraulic Pneumatics
5. Ecology and Protection of the Environment
6. Industrial Design
7. Chemical Technologies
8. Biotechnologies and Food Technologies
9. Mechanical and Manufacturing Technologies
10. Electrical Engineering, Electronics and Automation
11. Communication and Computer Systems and Technologies
12. Transport Machinery
13. Economics and Management
14. European Studies
15. Mathematics, Informatics and Physics
16. History, Ethnology and Folklore
17. Linguistics and Literary Studies
18. The Humanities Category
19. Health Promotion and Prevention
20. Physical Education and Sport
21. Legal Science

CONDUCT OF THE SCIENTIFIC SESSION:
The scientific conference is held in two phases – by sections and final plenary session "Best Paper". The sessions on the sections are carried out according to a pre-established schedule in the period 01 April - 10 May 2019. For the date and venue of the meetings, you can be informed by the scientific secretaries of the relevant fields. The closing plenary session "Best Paper" will be held on 13 May 2019 at the University of Rousse and will be in the framework of IV Innovative Youth Expo under the patronage of the Minister of Education and Science. Only English reports will be included in the "Best Paper" session!

DEADLINES:
The reports should be sent by e-mail to the corresponding scientific secretaries of the thematic sections within the specified time limits.

PUBLICATION OF REPORTS:
All English language reports admitted to section sessions and meeting layout requirements after double review will be included in the corresponding series of scientific fields in the ‘Scientific Papers of the University of Rousse, volume 58, 2019’ and will be published online in the conference web-site.
MANDATORY REQUIREMENTS TO PAPER LAYOUT:

A sample paper is available on the WEB site of the conference- conf.uni-ruse.bg

- Font – Times New Roman (Word XP or next versions).
- Page Setup - Top: 20 mm, Bottom: 10 mm, Left: 20 mm, Right: 20 mm.
- Paper Size – A4.
- Indentation – Format, Paragraph, Special: First Line, By: 1 cm.
- Header – as in the sample paper.
- Leave one blank line under the Header of the first page - Font Size 14.
- Title – Font Size 14, centered, Bold.
- One blank line.
- First name and surname of author(s) – Font Size 12, centered.
- One blank line.
- Abstract – in English, Font Size 10, Italic, up to 1000 characters.
- Key words – in English, Font Size 10, Italic, 1-2 lines.
- One blank line.
- Paper text – Font Size 12.
- After the Reference list – full name of author(s) with rank and degree, work place, telephone, e-mail.
- Figures should be made with a widely used software, integrated in the text and numbered; the caption should be below the figure, centered.
- Tables should be numbered, with caption above them, aligned to the left.
- Formulas should be numbered – numbers in brackets, aligned to the right.
- In-text citations should follow Harvard system – “author, date” style (e.g. Webster, 2005).
- References should be arranged alphabetically, by surname of first author, standard description.
- Pages should not be numbered.
- Footer – as in the sample paper.
- Total volume – 6 pages, incl. abstract.

The original of the paper should be sent to the contact person by e-mail in DOC and PDF format.

OFFICIAL LANGUAGES:
The reports may be in English or Bulgarian.
Only English reports can participate in the "Best Paper" ranking!

AWARDS AND CERTIFICATES:
All participants in the Scientific Conference will receive certificates of participation and material prizes.
The Students' Council will also award Best Papers to the best English language reports during the Innovative Youth Expo 2019.
PARTICIPATION FEES:

- For students of the University of Ruse - BGN 0;
- For students from other higher schools - BGN 30;
- For foreign participants – 30 EURO;

Participation fee could be paid:

- In advance – by bank transfer to University of Ruse bank account:

UNIVERSITY OF RUSE
United Bulgarian Bank - CB AD, Ruse Branch "Vazrazhdane", 19 "Pliska" Str.
IBAN: BG59UBBS80023106029309
BIC code: UBBS BGSF

- At registration – in cash (30 BGN / 30 EURO)

A copy of the bank order, confirming the transaction, with all data necessary for issuing an invoice – organisation, address, VAT number, person responsible, etc., incl. Sender’s address should be faxed to: 082/845 708 or emailed to: Vania@uni-ruse.bg (not later than 2 work days after the bank transfer date).

MORE INFORMATION:
1. All reports will undergo a double anonymous review by habilitated persons from the respective field;
2. All authors with their application for participation agree their scientific work to be included in the editions of the University of Rousse;
3. All authors have full rights and responsibilities for their work;
4. Teachers and university lecturers of study are listed as co-authors of scientific work.

For logistics and technical issues:
Stanimir Boyadzhiev, Chairman of the Student Council: sboyadzhiev@uni-ruse.bg

For questions about scientific work: Scientific secretaries by faculty.
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